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SUPPLEMENTARY BENEFITS ACT 1976
APPEAL FROM DECISION OF SOCIAL SECURITY APPEAL TRIBUNAL ON A QUESTION OF LAW

DECISION OF TRIBUNAL OF SOCIAL SECURITY COMMISSIONERS

[ORAL HEARING]

(2)

This is an appeal by an adjudication officer from the unanimous decision dated10 May f985 of a social security appeal tribunal ("the tribunal" ) brought by leaveof a tribunal ch5irman and upon the contention that the tribunal's decision was
given in error of law. By their decision the tribunal reversed the decision of anadjudication officer issued on 23 january 1985 refusing to revise the cia!mant's
entitlement to a supplementary allowance of f23.15 determined and paid from23 April 1984 to 6 May 1984, the tribunal holding that from 23 june 1984 to
6 May 1984 61 R- A- was the claimant's home for the purposes of Regulations 2and 5 of the Requirements Regulations and that the claimant's entitlement to
supplementary allowance should be revised on that basis.

Thq adjudication officer's appeal was directed by the Chief Commissioner to beheard by a Tribunal of Commissioners and was the subject of an oral hearing'efore us on 5 November 1985 at which the claimant was not present but wasrepresented by Ms D 3ones, a welfare rights officer from the city in which theclaimant lives, and the adjudication officer was represented byMr C A.M E d'Eca of the Solicitor's Office, Department of Health and SocialSecurity. We are indebted to Ms 3ones and Mr d'Eca for their assistance to us atthe hearing.

(3) The decision of the majority of %he Tribunal of Commissioners, which will haveeffect as the decision of that Tnbunal, is that the appeal be allowed, that thedecision of the tribunal be reversed, and that the adjudication officer's decisionbe reinstated..Such majority decision stems from the conclusion of the majorityof the Tribunal of Commissioners that the adjudication officer's decision was
)

correct in law. That majority comprises Commissioners Bowen and
Edwards-3ones, whose reasons for decision next follow a summary of thematerial facts, those being not in dispute between the parties or as between the
majority and minority of the Tribunal of Commissioners. The views of the
dissenting Commissioner, Commissioner Goodman, then follow, commencing at
paragraph 16.



(1) I The claimant, a young single woman with a one year old son, was prior to
I

7 May 1984 living in her parents'ome, but as from 23 April 1984 obtained a
tenancy of a local authority flat with a view to making her own independent
Rome there. She did not in fact live. there- until-7-May 19EQ, and for the purposes
of the present appeal we are, though the tribunal have made no express finding
as to this, prepared to infer in her favour that there were practical grounds
which rendered "unavoidable" the delay intermediately between her liability for
rent commencing and her actual 'move to the flat as her home. The claimant was
at alT material times in receipt of supplementary allowance and at all material
times down to 6 May 1984 the amount of such allowance reflected attribution to
her of the normal and housing requirements of a "non-householder". She had on
17 April 1984 notified the Department as to her having obtained the tenancy of
61 R-A- and an adjudication officer's decision =not the one in issue upon the
present appeal - reviewed an antecedent award on the basis we have just
indicated and made an award reflecting the treatment of her housing
requirements as being those of a householder as from 7 May 1984.

(2) The adjudication officer's decision issued on 23 january 1985 was given in
response to a request instituted on 19 December 1984 by the claimant's
representative, on the claimant's behalf, for a review of the claimant's award of
benefit over the period from 23Wpril 1984 to.6. May 1984, which award
reflected a continuing basis of assessment of the claimant as a non-householder,
with only such housing requirement as attended that status - whereas, it was
contended as the grounds for review, a proper determination should have
recognized an entitlement on her part to be treated as a householder over that
interim period (and thereby enabled, via the machinery in point under the
Housing Benefits Act 1982, to obtain housing benefit in respect of her rent r

l
liability in reference to the flat for the period after she became liable to pay the
rent but before actually movi~n into the flat fully and making her brome thete).
We would add as to that, and for clarity, that had the adjudication officer's

'aterialdecision accorded the claimant "householder status sate would have
then qualified for a certif icate 'from the Secretary-of- State-under regulation 9 of
the Housing Benefit Regulations 1982 as a person entitled to-"qualifying

supplementary benefit" within the meaning of regulation 2 of those regulations.

The word "householder" is defined by paragraph 2(3) of Schedule 1 to the
Supplementary Benefits Act 1976 as meaning:-

E

"A person who is not one of a married or unmarried couple but who
satisfies prescribed conditions with res'pect to living accommodation."

(2) The "prescribed conditions" are to be found in regulation 5(6) of the
Supplementary Benefit (Requirements) Regulations 1983 ("the Requirements
Regulations" ) and are materially as followS:-

"Normal requirements of...householders

5. (6) For the purposes of the table" [which is to be found in
paragraph 2(3) of Schedule 1 to the Supplementary Benefits
Act 1976]"A householder is a single claimant who—

(a) is responsible for housing expenditure or, if the
household incurs no such expenditure, is the member



of the household with major control over household
expenditure;

(b) does not share. such. responsibility or control with
another member of the same household; and

(c) is either not absent from the home or if absent is
absent only-

(i) otherwise than a student on normal
vacation; and

(ii) for a period which has not yet continued
for more than 13 weeks."

Regulation 5(6)(a) was amended (by Sl. 1980 No. 1102) as from 6 August 1981 (ie. after the
period in question in this appeal) by adding at the beginning the words "in respect of a home
or, as the case may.be, a household in Creat Britain". But we.do not consider that the
addition of these words would-make any. difference to the effect of our decision or the bases
of reasoning by which the majority and the minority respectively have arrived at their
conclusions, since although the words "a home" had been added, the words "the home"
already existed in paragraph..(c}wf regulation 5(6) and the concept of "home" would on that
account (and in the view of us all) have to be read into regulation 5(6)(a) even before
6 August l9grr.

0. (1) In respect of the new local authority flat of which she had obtained a tenancy
but into which she had not yet moved the claimant clearly satisfied all the
requireme~nts of r'i~ufation 9(6) if - but only 'if - she could establish that the new
flat was at the re'levant time her "home". For if that was established
notwithstanding tnat she nad not yet moved into it, she was undoubtedly absent
from it, an8 could fairly be said to be absent from it "only...for a period which
has not yet continued for more than 13 weeks" (regulation 5(6)(c)(ii)) and she was
at all material ti%es responsible for expenditure in connection witkthe flat and
did not share that responsibility with any other member of the household (which
consisted solely of herself and her baby son)

(2) The first question which therefore falls for determination is whether during the
. Period over which she had the tenancy of the flat but had not yet moved into it
. (ie from 23 April 1980 to 6 May 1980) the claimant can show that the flat was
her "home". Regulation 2(l) of the Requirements Regulations prescribes a
meaning for "the home" - "unless the context otherwise requires" -, and that is:—

"The accom~~datf ith kn arage garden and outbuildings normally
ac~co ied by the a~sssmertt stnit and,aiiy other members of the same
household as their home...":..Can it be properly be said of the claimant that
as from the moment of taking the tenancy on 23 April 1980 the flat was
"normally occupied by [the claimant] as [her] home"?

5. It is well established under the general law that a person may properly be said to"'%4='-"-=='"".'~'
"ac~co ied" is only part of the definition of'"the home" in regulatron 2(l). That definition
also requires that the accommodation must1>e) norma)ly~occupied... as [the claimant's]
home". Those additional elements of the definition were considered by the learned
Commissioner in the decision on Commissioner's Files: CSB/292/1983 and CSB/399/1983
(unreported) where at paragraph 7 the learned Commissioner stated:-
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"I was not referred...to any authorities on the meaning of 'occupied...as their home',
but I have since the hearing read one or two cases under the Rent Acts, in which the
question of whether'r ~ po«onmocr~in~~remisesxstus-horj)e (not by way ofinterpretation of the provisions of any~rractment)]tasJ>den cconsidered. In
Herbert v. Byrne [1964] 1 W.L.R. 519 a person who had acquired the end of a iongdeasewent and slept in the premises at ale~fr 'about a month while continuing in other
respects toTive with his family in other premises. It was his intention to move. the
whole family into the new premises when ready. The question as viewed by the Court
was whether at the end of the 4 week period the person concerned was occupying thenew premises as his home It was held that he was. I think that the view was takenthat he satisfied the 'as his home'art of the matter by reason of .the fact that he
intended shortly. to.make-it-his-hojne,— but—that —it-was-only-on account of his sleeping

w-'u 'J
seemingly approved the earlier decision in Elliott v. Camus referred to in 66 T.L.R.(Part 2) at page 375, where it concerned a clergyman who, when about to retire
acquired a lease and put some furniture into the premtses m orcjer that they might, be
ready wheedle wanted to move into them as his home, and he was not regarded as
occupying the premises byqsuttfoglfn] the. furniture. If I a~ly these 2 decisions I
should hold that the ne]j)Lpremise~cqLired by the claimant [and a friend] to be theirhome'was thei~rhome 'ttdhe or~dinar meaning of the term before they moved in, but
they were not the~ccupying-therrLas their home in the terms of the 4efinitiori abovecited."

pprove the learned Commissioner's ruling on that point and indeed similar rulings bymissioners on Commissioner's Files: CSB/84/85 and CSB/380/85.

6. However we do not consider that in the context of supplementarg benefits it is
possible for a claimant to have more than one "home" at a time - save )Ibhere the
Requirements Regulations prescribe (as we will later indicate) limited exceptions to what i
by necessary inference the general rule. See also the Commissioner's decision R(SB)30/83.

7. (I) Unt~il w'rh rr r r t M; I9gfh&s claimant had moved into the ffg and
was actually living there as her home, her home was in nut )aud ment at the home
of her parents, in respect of her residing 'at which'she was being correctly
assessed for the purposes of her supplementary allowance as having as a housing
requirement "non-householder's contribution" under regulation 23 of the
Requirements Regulations, to which we will refer further below. And we do not

occupied ass(a claimant's] home" (regulation 2('I)) if they are. prem(sea in which
the clarma t has never actually resided. We doutot acre nt rhaCdhe-context of
regulation 5 or the bearing upon that context of any other provision of the
supplementary benefits le islation requires a different m~eanin to begfven to"the home" from that define in regu ation 20). In particular, nq such conclusion
falls-prop'eriy to" be derivedWam a recognition correct enough in. itself tha
provision is made, by regulations 10 and 14 respectively of the Supplementary
Benefit (Single Payments) RegMuations 1981 [SI; 1981 No. 1528] as amended, for
the award of'ingle paym'ents for essential furniture and household equipm'ent fo
recently tenanted premises and for a single payment to be made in respect of a
deposit on account of advance rent. So also as to regulation 14(5) of the
Require'ments Regulations,.which —contrary:to the normal rule - allows a.person
to be rega'rded as having 2 homes for a limited overlap of 4 weeks when "moving
home". See also decision R(SB)11/83 as to the Requirements Regulations bearing
uponnn existing state of fact at material times when determining whether or not
a claimant satisfies stipulated qualifying requirements.



3. We have given anxious consideration to the provisions of regulation 14(5), and inparticular regulation 14(5)(b) of the Requirements Regulations (regulation 14(5) being thatwhich provides for the limited overlap on changing home to which we have already brieflyreferred) because, upon a broad appraisal of the circumstances of. the claimant relevant toher request for review and revision of the decision of the adjudication officer which had theeff't„ct of denying her any assistance for the liability running against her in respect of theflat'before she moved into it as her home, the claimant was quite clearly "moving home"frorh her home with her parents to a home of her own. And, we will not conceal, we wouldhave welcomed~ the-product-of-our- exploration and evaluation of that provision our arrivalat a conclusion in her favour, since that well accords with commonsense. However, in theevent we find ourselves constrained to hold that regulation 14(5) affords her no practicalassistance.

9. Regulation lfr(y) materially provides as follows:-

"Housing Requirements

14. (5) For the purposes of this Part of these regulations other than regulation 23(non-householder's contribution)—

(a) aa

(b) Where the [claimant] changes [her] home, 'the home'hall
include both the old and the new home-

(i) for a period of overlap not exceeding 4 weeks where
the overlap of liability is unavoidable;

(ii) where this is reasonable because the old home wasleft through fear of domestic violence."
[lt can conveniently here be interposed that the provisions of (2) last above have no bearingin the circumstances of the present case]. As we have already indicated. we. are prepared forthe purposes of this appeal to take in our stride an inference in the claimant's favour thatthj "overlap" which would fall to be recognised, if the claimant could bring herself withinregulation 14(5), was unavoidable. There are, however, substantial problems of constructionin construing regulation 1.4(5) in a.sense..favourabLc tg the claimant. Before coming to thecrux of those it is, however, convenient-to-discard as<11=fgunded one contention advancedbefore us —and indeed advanced as common~round between.Ms 3ones and iVlr d'Eca. As will-be seen, regulation 14(5) opens with the words "for the purposes of this Part of theseregulations other than regulation 23 (non-householder's contribution) (emphasis supplied). It -.was submitted to us that the underlined words have the effect that since the claimant waswhilst living in her parents'ome entitled to a non-'householder's contribution underregulation 23 she is, by the force of those uriderlined words, excluded from benefiting fromthe exception to the general rule for which regulation 14(5) provides. And indeed thatargument was accepted by the learned Commissioner in his decision on Commissioner'sFiles: CSB/292/1983 and CSB/399/1983 which we have already above referred.Nevertheless, we do not consider that the underlined words carry that meaning or effect. Inour view they mean no more than that the "special provision" as to 2 homes to be found inregulation 14(5) ss not to be relied upon when applying reg0lation 23 to the circumstances ofa claimant's case.



10. The next technical problem is that regulation 14(5)(b)(i) refers to an "overlap ofliability" being unavoidable. hut does not define or identify what liability. For, wbBst —itunayread~i( be inferr~ed t in its provision for "non-householder's contribution" regulation 23 isrecognising that if a~erson is living in a household of wW~(c he or she is not a householder heor she should be treated as having a requirement to make a contribution to the expenses of'rurbnn(n theJlgusehold, there is nothing in regulation 23 (or elsewhere in the supplementarybenefits code) to restrict the award of non-houseetoFder contribution to circumstances ofclaimants who are under level tiahllir~oto contribute, or even under~an soecific moralliability in the individual case. And, to carry the matter one stage further, there can clearlybe no "overlap" of liability upon the occasion of moving home if there is only liability iat t teingoing end and none at the outgoing end. In the l~iht of aXurther and in the majority viewfatal, opstacie to the~caimant in the present case it is not strictly necessary for ourdecision to express a conclusion upon this point. But we are by no means unsympathetic to aconclusion which draws the line short of requiring a legal liability at both ends as aningredient grvTng rise to "overlap". But we recognise that there may be a utterer(a(distinction between a claimant in fact rmd 4 aid(ability to contribute to the runningexpenses ot the household from which he or she is moving and the case of a claimant who(perhaps, as in the present case, living in a parental home prior to the move is un er no suchliability.

11. We must next deal with another contention advanced before us, and which foundfavour with the learned Commissioner who gave the decisions on Commissioner's Files:CSB/292/1983 and CSB/399/1983 —but which we have all found ourselves unable to accept.It founds upon regulation 14(4) of the Requirements Regulations, which so far as material

provides

—as ioHows:—

Notwithstandi~nthat all members of the assessment are absent from the
home, amounts may be applicable urider this-Part of these regulations—

(a)

(b)

if the absence has not exceeded a~nd in the opinion of the
benefit officer [for which now read "adjudication officer"] is
unlikely to exceed, a period of substantially more than-one-'year
and in thz~i~rurnstances it is reasonable that the assessment
unit should Iretain )he accommodation.

12. (I) In those 2 cases the learned Commissioner concluded that "should retain theaccommodation" in reguTation IS(tr)(aJ coutd~r~o~er y be so construesl as to coverthe situation where a claimant had never actually lived in the accommodation in

indicated in paragraph 8 of the decision:-

"But the word 'retain'~ apt to cover the case of a person who seeks to secure
prier+ In arlva 'r or entering into a commitment inrespect of it. I hold therefore that under regulation 14(4) amounts could be
awarded to a claimant in respect of the premises in respect of which he or shehas entered into a commitment to pay rent for a period in advance of the time
when it is first occupied." A, 0

(2); Before us both Mr dtEca and Miss jones submitted that the above construction of
regulation 14(4) was too wide, and with great respect to the learned
Commissioner we agree. For, in our judgment, in context '~retain" bears the
exclusive sense "keep on the accommodation notwithstanding the a5sence from



it," and is to be construed con~sterLtly ~i~he principle to which we have
'already referred that, with limited exceptions of which the postulated
circumstances under regulation 14(4) are not one, the assessment unit can only
have one home.

13. ~ 2 hat brings us without enthusiasm, but inexorably, to the poi~Lch~~garWas.fatal tb the claimant's case~on the resent appeaL And we say "without enthusiasm"brause-it has the effect of accepting that there is ar)omaly as between a person who, beinga householder "at both ends", moves from one home to another arid a person-who-rrioves in
circumstances in which he or she is a "householder" only at the ingoing end.

14. By the form in which the Requirements Regulations are cast "non-householder's
contribution" under regulation 23 constitutes (see regulation 14(l)) one of the "items to
which housing requirements relate". Prior to the taking out of the direct scope of the
supplementary benefits scheme of provision of financial assistance to claimants in respectof their liabilities for such items as rent and rates, which was effected by the HousingBenefits Act 1982, those also fell to be classified as "housing requirements". And the
"trigger,".by which a person. in receipt of supplementary allowance now comes under the
umbrella of the housing-benefits scheme in respect of such an out oing is a certification bythe Secretary of State (to which we have already referred) as to the c armant )~savin
"householder status". Such a certification rests in practical terms upon a determination in
poirit as to the claimant's having the status of a householder for the purposes of the
supplementary benefits scheme. Housing requirements under the supplementary benefits
scheme still include (see regulation 14(l) of the Requirements Regulations) such items as
repairs and insurance, interest on loans for repairs and improvements, miscellaneous
outgoings, and housing benefit supplement - but include non-householder's contribution. But
regulation lrr(2) is expressed as,,follows:-

I I /(2, The housing reqUirements of a claimant, including the requirements of any
partner or dependant-.of his, shall be'-

(a) except in a case to which paragraph 1(e) applies, the~aregate of any
amounts which, in accordance with paragraphs (3) and (4) are
hpplicable in his case under regulations 15 to 19, subject to any
restriction or reduction applicable under regulations(21 to 22;

(b) in a case to which paragraph (l)(e) applies, the amount applicable
under regulation 23;

And where any one or more, but not all members of an assessment unit are affected bya trade dispute those requirements shall be treated as those of the other members of
the unit."

15. The "paragraph (l)(e)" so referred to in regulation 14(2)(a).and (b) respectively is ineach case clearly paragrrah (l)(e) of regulation it(l) -jie,the case of a claimant having a
housing requirement consisting in non-householder's contribution. There is-a clear
dicftotomy, thou urf~gentMetween the phrase "except in a case to which", with which
regulation 14(2)(a) commences, and the phrase "in a case to which", with which
regulation (S(2)(b) commences, and the 2 sub-p~ara raphs are in our judgment. collectively
descriptive of circumstances which are mutually. exclusive. So regarded regulation 14(2)(b)
car~ries in our construction of it, the sense which can..be conveniently illustrated bypostulating that there be found in it that which is not in fact expressed ln it namely that -in
contrast to the cor)(;ept of "the aggregate" referred to in regulation 14(2)(a) - "the amount"
in regulation 14(2)(b) is to be read in the sense "only the amount" or "that amount alone
which is .II



And, so regarded, the effect of regulation 14(2) is, in the case of a claimant who has at a
r

from having any other housin~requirement. The point is a short orie, and does not admit-of
great elaboration. But it is in our judgment fatal to the claimant's case, as we have
indicated. She cannot, in our judgment, attain'householder status" — and thereby come

',witKinMe scope of the housing benefit scheme as regards such matters as rent and rates-
in es ect of a period at which she has a housi~n requirement constituted by
non-house o tier's contrrisutjon. And it follows from our conclusion that the adjudication
officer was right in refusing to review and the tribunal were wrong in reversing the
adjudication officer's dec.'sion.

The reasons and conclusion of Commissioner Goodman

16. I concur with everything that my colleagues Mr Commissioners Bowen and
Edwards-3ones have said in their majority decision with the sole exception of their

provisions of regulation 1~05) from applying to the present case (see paragraphs l3-l5 of
their dec~isio

17. As I understand it, to succeed in her claim for a review of her weekly requirements the
claimant has had only to show that she was a "householder" within paragraph 2(3) of
Schedule 1 to the Supplementary Benefits Act 1976 (see paragraph 3 of the decision of
Mr Bowen and Mr Edwards-jones). If she can do so then she is entitled to have her normal
requirements treated as those of a householder (see the table in paragraph 2(3) of Schedule 1
to the 1976 Act). That is governed by the definition in regulation 5(6) of the Requirements
Regulations (see paragraph 3(2) of the decision of my colleagues) and tt)e claimant complies
with that definition if she can show that the new flat was her "home",during, the yertocerom
23 April 1984 to 6 May 1984. In my view regulation 14(5)(b)(i) (the 4 weeks overlap
regulation) entitles her if "the overlap of liability is unavoidable" both'.to a
non-householder's requirement in respect of her liability in her parent's household and a
householder's normal requirement and any other appropr.iate housing requirements during the
period inrLuestion. Regulation la(2) in my judgment mere1y provides thatljn one's capacity
as a non-householder Ione is entitled to nothing more than the rion-householder's additional
requirement under regulation 23 - but in any other capacity. one is entitled to the. various
housing requirements set out in Part 4 of the Regulat'ions; it does not require that under.—
reg~uation 14(5) a claimant cannot simultaneously be regarded as entitled to a.
non-householder's contribution and to householder requirements for the 4 weeks overlap
period. 'Consequently I would remit the case to a differently constituted tribunal'to
ascertain whether in fact during the period in issue iri this case (which did not exceed 4
weeks) the overlap of liability was "unavoidable" regulation 14(5)(b)(i).

18. I note that regulation 5(7) of the Requirements Regulations defines what is meant by a
person being "responsible for housing expenditure" in the definition in regulation 5(6)(a) of a
householder and provides that "a person is responsible for housing expenditure if, otherwise
than by reason only of regulation I4(5) or 19 [housing benefit supplement], he is to be
treated under sub-paragraph (a) of regulation 14(3) as responsible for expenditure but as if
that sub-paragraph applied also to housing benefit expenditure (as well as to the items of
housing requirements other than non-householder's contribution)" (my underlining). The


